
Abstract--A concept of a bi-population scheme for real-coded GAs consisting of an explorer sub-GA and an
exploiter sub-GA is proposed. The explorer sub-GA mainly does exploration so as to avoid being trapped in
local optima by means of restart mechanism; and the exploiter sub-GA does exploitation by which search can
be performed more precisely in the neighborhood of the best solution obtained so far. An adaptive load
balancing between the explorer sub-GA and the exploiter sub-GA is performed by a monitor based on the
number of restarts already occurred. The proposed technique showed superior performance for complex
multimodal function optimization problems.
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1. Introduction
There are many GA-hard problems (especially multi-modal
functions, functions having epistasis among parameters and
deceptive functions) that are difficult to be solved by
conventional GAs [5]. Many kinds of modified GAs, such
as CHC [4]; mGA [6]; delta coding [7] and fGA [9, 10]
aimed to solve these problems are proposed in the literature.
These research efforts mainly use the traditional binary or
Gray coding.
      In recent years, several researchers are concentrating on
using real number coding for chromosomal representation
of individuals instead of traditional bit string based coding;
and it is reported that for some problems, these techniques
outperform the conventional bit string based GAs [2, 3, 11].
It is also well known that crossover and mutation operations
perform similar tasks for both bit string based and real-coded
GAs [2, 3,11]. Although real-coded GAs show promise for
some problems, they also face difficulty to solve some
multimodal problems where the parameters have strong
epistasis and the functions are not smooth and have many
peaks (multimodal functions). This may be due to improper
balancing of exploration and exploitation of the search space.
      In this paper, we propose a new model which consists of
two populations for real-coded GAs. One of these
populations tries mainly to globally explore the search space,
while the other exploits the neighborhood of the best solution
obtained so far. The main aim is to balance exploration and
exploitation during the search process so as not avoid being
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trapped at sub-optima. We call this the bi-populationGA
scheme (bGA). The scheme has showed success in finding
global optimal solutions for multi-modal complex function
optimization problems.
      This paper is arranged as follows. We describe the basic
scheme of the bi-population GA in detail in Section 2. In
Section 3 we give the adaptive load balancing method for
the bGA. Then, in Section 4 the empirical results and their
analysis are described. Finally, concluding remarks are made
in Section 5.

2. Model of the Bi-population GA
The bGA is intended to deal with multimodal problems which
are difficult to solve by traditional GAs, because of the
presence of multiple local optima and strong epistatic
interaction among the parameters.
      The bGA consists of three components: an explorer sub-
GA, an exploiter sub-GA and a monitor as shown in Fig. 1.
The explorer sub-GA globally explores the search space,
and the exploiter sub-GA searches the neighborhood of the
best solution obtained so far. If certain pre-specified
convergence conditions are satisfied, the explorer sub-GA
is restarted.
      The monitor observes the current search process and
makes decision about the following: i) restart time of the
explorer sub-GA, and ii) adaptive load balancing between
the sub-GAs. As the more important task is adaptive load
balancing, we discuss it in detail in Section 3. Except for the



r ) is reset to zero. In EE-STATE two sub-GAs are run
concurrently. During this concurrent running process,
whenever the restart condition is satisfied again, the explorer
sub-GA restarts and the restart counter r is incremented by
one. On the other hand, for situations where the best solution
of the explorer sub-GA is better than the best solution of the
exploiter sub-GA, the current exploiter sub-GA becomes
unnecessary and the state transition from EE-STATE to E-
STATE occurs. These state transitions continue until the
termination condition is satisfied. In the present work, restart
of the explorer sub-GA is done if the current best fitness
value is unchanged for a number of consecutive generations
( K

h 
, say ).

      Here we mention that restart strategies are  reported
elsewhere [4, 7], for bit string based GAs using a single
population, so as to avoid getting stuck at local optima. In
the present work we used two populations (one is mainly
for exploration and the other for exploitation) and are dealing
with real coded GAs.

3. Adaptive Load Balancing between Explorer
and Exploiter sub-GAs

As two sub-GAs run concurrently in the EE-STATE,
questions naturally arise of computational time sharing
assuming a single processor system. Intuitively, at the initial
stage of the search procedure more computational time
should be given to the explorer sub-GA, and towards the
final stages of search, more computational time should be
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the bi-population GA

restart operation, the other genetic operators applied to both
sub-GAs are basically identical in the current study.
      Fig. 2 shows the state transition diagram of the bGA
during its search process. When search starts, only the
explorer sub-GA is used. We call this state E-STATE. When
the pre-specified restart condition is satisfied, all the
individuals of the explorer sub-GA are copied to the exploiter
sub-GA and the explorer sub-GA is restarted after re-
initializing all the individuals. Thus the best so far solution
is maintained in the exploiter sub-GA. The exploiter sub-
GA then continues search with the old population members.
We call this state EE-STATE. Whenever a state transition
from E-STATE to EE-STATE occurs, the restart counter (



given to exploiter sub-GA. However, it is difficult to
determine the best ratio using indicators such as trial counter
etc. because search behavior is different from problem to
problem.
      We can use the restart counter r as a parameter for
computational time sharing. When r is small (number of
restarts is fewer) we give more time to the explorer sub-GA
and when r is larger more time is given to exploiter sub-GA
to search more precisely. Let g(r) be the fraction of time
given to the explorer sub-GA, and 1-g(r) is given to the
exploiter sub-GA. Then, we use the following function for
calculating g(r).

(1)

where, 0.5<K
r
<1.0 and 0<r

1
<r

2
. As shown in Fig. 3, when r

is less than or equal to r
1
, the bGA searches mainly in the

exploration mode; and when r  exceeds r
2
, the algorithm

searches mainly in exploitation mode. When r is between r
1

and r
2
, time is shared by both the sub-GAs depending on the

exact value of r.

4.  Experiments and Results
In this section, we show the experimental results to confirm

the effectiveness of the proposed scheme for real-coding
using two multimodal test functions. The basic evolution
model used in the experiments is similar to that in CHC [4]
and (µ+λ)-ES [1] as follows. Let the population size be N. A
set of N/2 pairs is copied to C(t) from population P(t-1) of
the (t-1)th generation. We apply a crossover operation to
C(t) and generate offspring individuals C'(t). The best N
individuals are selected from the previous population P(t-1)
and the offspring C'(t) by the rank-based selection, and a
new population P(t) is created. Following strategies are
commonly used for the test functions. A real value is
represented by data type double in C language. The crossover
operator is BLX-α [3] with α = 0.5. No mutation operator is
used. Population size ( N ) is 100, K

h
 value is 30 and the

number of simulations is 10. K
r
  is 0.8, and the values of r

1
,

r
2
 are 4 and 7 respectively.

      The test functions used are as follows:
a)FMS (Frequency Modulation Sounds) parameter

identification problem: f
fms

 [9, 10].
Here the problem is to specify 6 parameters (a

1
, w

1
, a

2
, w

2
,

a
3
, w

3
) of the FM sound model represented by

y t a w t a w t a w t( ) sin( sin( sin( )))= + +1 1 2 2 3 3θ θ θ   (2)

with θ = 2π/100. The function f
fms

 is defined as the summation

of square errors between the evolved data and the model

data as follows:

fmsf y t y t
t

= −∑
=

2
0

0

100
( ( ) ( ) ) ,                     (3)

where the model data are given by the following equation:

                                                                                  (4)

Each parameter is in the range -6.4 to 6.35. The maximum
number of trials was set to 200,000. As shown in Fig. 4, this
function is a highly complex multi-modal function with
minimum value as 0.
b)Griewank Function: f

Griewank
, [8].

The function is defined as follows:

  Griewank
f x x i

i
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Each parameter x
i
 is in the range -512 to 511. The maximum

number of trials was set to 50,000.
      Fig. 5 shows the mean best functional vale of f

fms
 achieved

by the bGA. Here, the trial counter shows the sum of trials
for the explorer sub-GA and the exploiter sub-GA. A single
pool GA without restart (non-bGA) and bGA without
adaptive load balancing (fixed-bGA) are also tested. In fixed-
bGA, equal computational time is given to both the sub-
GAs. Comparing the bGA and non-bGA we can see that the
bGA shows better performance. Although during 100,000-
130,000 trials the mean best values are reversed for the bGA
and the fixed-bGA, afterwords the bGA successfully found
the global optimum with high precision. The mean number
of restarts per simulation is 10.3 and 11.0 for the bGA and
the fixed-bGA respectively, hence almost the same. Although
the number of the restarts is more or less the same for both
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the bGA and the fixed-bGA, the performance of the bGA is
better. This may be due to the proper adaptive balancing of
computational time by the bGA. For confirmation, further
elaborate study is needed.
      Fig. 6 shows the mean best functional value of f

Griewank
 by

the bGA. Since this function is comparatively easier, the
difference between the performance of the bGA and fixed-
bGA is less marked. But both these GAs show much better
convergence than the non-bGA.

5. Conclusion
The basic concept of a bi-population scheme for real-coded
GAs which consists of an explorer sub-GA and an exploiter
sub-GA is proposed. The main tasks for the sub-GAs are
different; one mainly does exploration, and avoids being
trapped in local optima by means of restart mechanism; and
the other does exploitation by concentrating within the
neighborhood of the best so far solution. An adaptive load
balancing mechanism which allocates time between the
explorer and exploiter sub-GAs is performed by a monitor
which supervises the search process. The effectiveness of
the proposed technique is demonstrated by solving complex
multimodal function optimization problems.

      In the present bGA, we used completely identical GA
models for both the explorer sub-GA and exploiter sub-GA.
However, this may not be appropriate because the tasks of
the sub-GAs are different, i.e, one  explores and the other
exploits. Suitable models for the explorer and exploiter sub-
GAs are under investigation. In the present study, the monitor
uses a simple adaptive load balancing scheme. Experimental
results show it works well. However, more intelligent load
balancing methods can be considered by developing a self
learning knowledge base so as to save time. Strategies to
avoid getting stuck to strong attractors multiple times are
yet to be determined.
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